
HEAVY TRAFFICANTISTATICNO WAX ROLLEASY CLEANING

2,00 mm

150 cm

25 m

3.000 Grs/m2

U4 P3 E3 C2

B1

Group P

23-34-43

COMPLY

<0,3 %

COMPLY

COMPLY

>7

0,25 w/ Mk

ANTISTATIC

EXCELLENT

UNICOLOR

LIDER PVT

Sole vinyl around the worl with plane color range.
Atractive and elegant range of colors that give many possibilities of personal and innovative designs.
Extremely high resistance abrasion, easy to maintenance, the flooring doesn´t need wax. During the production the vinyl incorporates polyurethane 
resine @PU@ under the UV system
The plane color with the high dimensional stability lets get the most continuos appearance.
A large planimetry floor is required for obtain the best result with unmatched aesthetic.  
UNICOLOR gives a freedom between architects, consultants and engineers for many application areas specially for hospitals, medical clinics, 
libraries, universities, schools... Antibacterial treatment for use in specially areas.

TOTAL THICKNESS (EN 428)

ROLL WIDTH (EN 426)

ROLL LENGTH (EN 426)

WEIGHT (EN 430)

UPEC CLASSIFICATION

FIRE CLASSIFICATION (DIN 4102)

WEAR RESISTANCE (EN 660-1)

USE CLASSIFICATION (EN 685)

FLEXIBILITY (EN 435)

DIMENSIONAL STABILITY (EN 434)

PUNCTURE (EN 433)

WHEELS CHAIR (EN 425)

RESISTANCE TO ARTIFICIAL LIGHT (ISO 105-B02)

THERMAL RESISTANCE

ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE (FRICTION)

CHEMICAL AGENTS RESISTANCE (DIN 51958)

TECHNICAL DATA
The installation should be done under the manufacturer instructions 
fixing the UNICOLOR vinyl to the ground floor.

Distributed by:

INSTALLATION

In the prescribed area install PLANE color vinyl POLYGROUP 
UNICOLOR to choose for the Architect, in rolls of 150 cm width 
and 2 mm thickness manufactured under homogeneous vinyl 
technology and protected on top from the factory with Polyuretha-
ne resine @PU@.

DESCRIPTION:

Headquarter / Factories: P.I. Navisur c/ Narciso 5-6 41907, Valencina de la Concepción, Seville, Spain.  Phone: (+34) 955 99 77 31

info@afpolygroup.comwww.accesfloorpolygroup.com

This company reserves the right to make any changes in their product without prior notice.


